PharmASSIST Symphony serves as the hub that drives your entire prescription fulfillment process, enabling you to implement an end-to-end workflow management, prescription tracking, and quality control solution. You can tailor Symphony to your pharmacy’s specific environment to streamline processing, minimize opportunity for error, and provide full accountability for staff activity. And with Symphony as your operations control center, your staff experiences less stress and gains more time to perform revenue-generating activities and deliver patient-facing services.

Delivering Unmatched Quality and Transparency to Optimize Patient Outcomes

- Bar code-driven workstations provide quality checkpoints throughout your entire workflow.
- Script Scanning creates a paperless workflow, reduces clutter, and enables the viewing of script images at any time in your workflow.
- Centralized digital PV2 for Rx verification increases productivity and frees up on-site pharmacists to provide patient-facing care.
- End-to-end Rx tracking enables you to pinpoint the exact location of any prescription at any time, reducing staff interruptions and increasing productivity.
- Highly configurable will call and e-signature streamlines patient pick-up and enhances customer service.
- Inventory Manager helps you take control of your inventory, reduces on-hand and expired stock, increases turns, and saves you valuable dollars.
- In-depth reporting empowers informed decision-making, best practices, and increased profitability.

INNOVATION
Optimizing outcomes through Pharmacy Intelligence™
Patient Pickup Tools Enhance Customer Service

- Customize the organization of your Will Call area and assign prescriptions to specific locations for fast and easy retrieval. This timesaving step enables you to immediately determine a prescription's location.

- eSignature pad and HIPAA-compliant notification display help reduce patient wait times and prepare you for insurance audits. Both devices are completely configurable so you can display your pharmacy-specific declarations, name conventions, and messages.

PharmASSIST Symphony for High Volume

- Tracks virtually every event and can include a customer-specific dashboard to deliver real-time status and full visibility into your daily activity.

- Delivers comprehensive Rx tracking and problem management, saving staff valuable time typically spent on troubleshooting problem Rx's.

- Provides information management and reporting tools to help tightly manage and optimize the performance of your system and staff on an ongoing basis.

- Offers a remote PV2 option for Rx verification to help reduce the number of pharmacists needed on site.

Optimize your prescription fulfillment and free up your staff for patient-facing care.

Call 607.798.9376 or email sales@innovat.com.

Visit us on the web at innovat.com